
FLYOVER AMERICA & GAMEWORKS 
STUDENT/YOUTH GROUP

Take your youth/student group outing to new heights with a special 
offer from FlyOver America and Gameworks! You’ll take flight at 
FlyOver America followed by food and fun at Gameworks. 

FLYOVER AMERICA
Experience America like never before! At FlyOver America you’ll 
feel like you’re truly flying with wind, scents, mist and other amazing 
effects. Soar over spectacular landscapes and experience the USA 
from a birds-eye view - all in 10 minutes! There’s no faster, or more 
amazing, way to see what America has to offer. 

GAMEWORKS
GameWorks is a destination for all things Funtastic at Mall of 
America®. GameWorks features an amazing selection of 120 
classic and cutting-edge video games, Minnesota’s most unique 
bowling experience, incredible high-def sports viewing and much, 
much more!

PICK YOUR PACKAGE

The Ultimate Flying Ride and Gameworks require a minimum of 
10 guests to qualify for the exclusive rate. Groups must be booked 
at least one week in advance. The package is not available Friday 
or Saturdays after 5PM. Ticket price includes all tax and gratuity. 
Other exclusions may apply. Based on availability. 

PACKAGE 1 - $17.95 per guest
 General admission ticket to  
 FlyOver America  ($9.95 value)

 Lunch buffet at Gameworks  
 including: chicken tenders,  
 french fries, mini corn dogs  
 & soft drinks ($8.00 value)

PACKAGE 2 - $21.95 per guest
 General admission ticket to  
 FlyOver America ($9.95 value)

 Lunch buffet at Gameworks  
 including: chicken tenders,  
 french fries, mini corn dogs  
 & soft drinks ($8.00 value)

 2 hours of bowling and 2 hours  
 of game play at Gameworks.
 ($12.00 value) 

Located in Nickelodeon Universe® at Mall of America®    |   FlyOver-America.com    |    952.853.6000

FlyOver America is an amusement ride that involves motion, darkness, artificial scents, mist, and wind to simulate a realistic flight.
WARNING: Do not enter ride if you are pregnant. Do not enter ride if you have a heart condition, abnormal blood pressure, chronic back or neck pain, panic or anxiety disorder, fear of flight or heights, susceptibility to motion 
sickness, or have any condition that could be aggravated by motion and/or simulated flight. Obey all safety notices, signs, and instructions. Supervise children closely. To ride unsupervised, children must be 48” tall or at least 
eight years old. Persons who do not meet the minimum height requirement of 40” may not ride. 

THE EXPERIENCE

BOOKING YOUR GROUP

*Games not included


